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Economic overview
The preliminary estimate of Q2 GDP reported a second consecutive quarterly
growth rate of 0.8%. The economy has at last outgrown it’s pre-recession peak
reached in Q1 2008 with output contracting some 7.2% from peak to trough in the
intervening period. The strong growth in Q2 was driven primarily by the services
sector but business surveys are showing continued strengthening across all
sectors. The latest IMF report on the UK economy forecasts output growing by
3.2% this year, in line with our own forecasts.
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and resulted in a slowing of demand. However, with mortgage approvals jumping by
over 5,000 in June this may prove to have been a temporary disruption.

The preliminary estimate of Q2 GDP also reported a contraction in construction
output of 0.5% versus Q1, leaving output up by 5% on a four quarterly basis.
However, with the Q2 RICS Construction Market Survey showing firm growth in
workloads across all sectors and areas of the UK, we are not putting too much
weight on the preliminary construction output estimate at this stage, which tends to
be revision prone and volatile. The headline workloads balance in the RICS survey
Unemployment continues to trend down, reaching 6.5% in the March-May period
with over 250,000 jobs added. The relatively proportional increases in employment fell only slightly from last quarter’s series high and shows robust growth in activity.
Respondents are beginning to report shortages of labour as a more significant
and output in the first half of the year points to continued weakness in productivity
growth. Earnings growth is reflective of this lacklustre productivity performance with constraint on activity as workloads continue to grow. However, lengthening delivery
regular pay increasing just 0.7% in the year to May. The muted growth in earnings times for materials are becoming increasingly problematic with supply chains
struggling to adapt to the strong growth in activity. Confidence in continued growth
alongside continued falls in unemployment is adding to uncertainty regarding the
degree of spare capacity in the labour market but the Inflation Report (published on over the year ahead is strong with the RICS workload and employment
expectations indicators both reaching series highs of 79 and 60 in Q1.
August 13th) will give an update on the Bank of England’s estimates and thereby
shed more light on the likely timing of the first Bank Rate rise. Our central case is
The RICS Commercial Property Market Survey showed occupier demand growing
that the Bank begins tightening in November by 25 basis point increments per
in Q2 for the seventh consecutive quarter with growth in demand outpacing growth
quarter bringing Bank Rate to 1.5% by the end of 2015. Despite the uncertainty
over the degree of spare capacity, MPC members appear to agree that a small rise in available space across all sectors. The tightening market conditions are resulting
in Bank Rate when the economy is growing strongly would facilitate a more gradual in higher rental growth with the IPD monthly index showing an annual increase of
1.9% in June, the best growth rate in six years. The office sector was the main
rise thereafter. In a speech to a business audience in Glasgow recently, Mark
Carney again stressed that over the medium term the level of interest rates is likely driver with rents rising by 5.5% over the year. While retail rents fell by 0.6% in the
year to June, the downward trajectory has flattened more recently and respondents
to remain lower than in the past. Indeed, the governor even referred to a ‘new
to the RICS survey expect rents to rise across all sectors over the coming quarter.
normal’ of around 2.5% in an interview some weeks ago.
The survey showed investor demand has grown across all sectors for the seventh
In the housing market, the June RICS Residential Market Survey showed that price consecutive quarter with resulting upward pressure on capital values. The IPD
momentum remains strong for now with the headline price net balance recording a capital value index showed growth of over 10% in the year to June with the office
value of 53. However, a more balanced demand-supply environment appears to be sector leading the way. Institutional investors have been the biggest players in the
market in recent quarters and respondents to the RICS survey expect capital values
emerging with new buyer enquiries growing at a more moderate rate in recent
to continue rising at both the 3 and 12 month horizons.
months and new instructions to sell increasing in June for the first time in six
months. The survey appears to show some rotation in activity away from the
London market where demand contracted for the second consecutive month, while
the number of new properties coming to market increased for the fourth month in a
row.
Although price growth remains firm in all parts of the country, the London market
saw the greatest easing in momentum over the month with the price balance falling
from 50 to 31. The June Land Registry data reinforces this picture with the annual
rate of price growth in the London market slowing to 16.4% from 17.8% the
previous month. Anecdotal evidence from survey respondents suggests the
introduction of the Mortgage Market Review and heightened rhetoric from the Bank
of England regarding potential risks in the market may have delayed transactions
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Market risk appetite remains strong despite global political challenges

With equity prices continuing to trend higher

Inflation expectations have stayed well anchored in recent quarters

And sterling continues to appreciate
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GDP grew by 0.8% in Q2 thanks to strong growth in the services sector

Business surveys show strong momentum across all sectors

Inflation remains in check, with readings below 2% so far in 2014

And unemployment continues to drift downwards, reaching 6.5% in May
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Consumer sentiment is increasing and driving growth in retail sales

Markets have begun to price in earlier rate rises

But sluggish earnings growth remains a key concern for policymakers

And the serviceability of debt will likely constrain the pace of rate rises
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Construction sector
Workloads continued to expand at a strong pace in Q2

And all parts of the UK are seeing activity levels increase
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The pick up has been broad-based across sectors

With the Midlands in particular seeing strong activity growth
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Lending to the sector continues to fall

But firms face a broader set of challenges as activity grows

With labour shortages a growing concern for construction firms

Expectations for growth over the coming year continue to strengthen
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The RICS price balance shows continued strong momentum

With the main price indices showing near double digit growth

Mortgage approvals ticked up in June and sales activity remains firm

The lower interest rate environment is helping to support activity
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The sales market remains tight with little available stock

But a more balanced demand-supply environment is emerging recently

Particularly in London

Where price growth looks set to moderate in coming quarters
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Growth in tenant demand remains firm while availability continues to fall

Indeed, availability is now contracting right across the country

This imbalance is ensuring rent expectations remain elevated

With all sectors expected to see robust gains going forward
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Strong growth in investor interest is driving capital value expectations

With all sectors expected to see gains over the next three months

Property yields continue to edge down across all areas of the market

The longer term outlook remains bright for rental and capital values
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